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Abstract Several errors that are frequently present in clinical research are listed, discussed and illustrated. A distinction is made between what can be considered an "error" arising from ignorance or neglect, from what stems from a lack of integrity of researchers, although it is recognized and documented that it is not easy to establish when we are in a case and when in another. The work does not intend to make an exhaustive inventory of such problems, but focuses on those that, while frequent, are usually less evident or less marked in the various lists that have been published with this type of problems. It has been a decision to develop in detail the examples that illustrate the problems identified, instead of making a list of errors accompanied by an epidermal description of their characteristics. © 2018 Elsevier España, S.L.U. and SEMICYUC. All rights reserved.
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Erros metodológicos frecuentes en la investigación clínica

Resumen Se enumeran, discuten e ilustran diversos errores que se presentan con frecuencia en la investigación clínica. Se hace una distinción entre lo que puede considerarse un "error" surgido de la ignorancia o el descuido, de aquello que dimana de una falta de integridad de los investigadores, aunque se reconoce y documenta que no es fácil establecer cuándo estamos en un caso y cuándo en otro. El trabajo no se propone hacer un inventario exhaustivo de tales pifias, sino que se concentra en aquellas que, sin dejar de ser frecuentes, suelen ser menos evidentes o menos señaladas en los diversos listados que se han publicado con este tipo de problemas. Se ha optado por desarrollar en detalle los ejemplos que ilustran los problemas señalados en lugar de hacer una relación de errores acompañados de una descripción epidérmica de sus características. © 2018 Elsevier España, S.L.U. y SEMICYUC. Todos los derechos reservados.
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Introduction

In the opening years of this century, the epidemiologist and statistician of Greek origin and professor at Stanford University, John Ioannidis, published an article in which he argued that contemporary research in the field of healthcare mostly comes to wrong conclusions. A claim of this magnitude inevitably stirred the scientific community and generated enormous interest. In effect, as the author himself explains in a brief interview that can be accessed on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOZAV9avIQE), far over one million people have read the article. In fact, it has been the most frequently consulted publication in the prestigious open access journal PLOS Medicine since its creation in 2004.

Eleven years later, Ioannidis has published a complementary article in the same journal that proves just as disturbing as the first, if not more so. The article, entitled: “Why most clinical research is not useful”, states that “In general, not only are most research findings false, but even worse, most of the findings that are true are not useful”.

There are many causes underlying this problem, though in principle it is obvious that neither authors nor editors wish to make mistakes or engage in futile efforts. This worrisome reality has caused the journal Medicina Intensiva to promote an analysis of the errors that frequently affect clinical studies or their divulgation. The present contribution seeks to examine some of these errors.

Appropriation of the findings of others, deliberate omissions, or manipulating interpretations cannot be regarded as “errors”. Those are simply examples of misbehavior deserv- ing direct repul- sion. Unfortunately, the recent history of clinical research is plagued by behaviors of this kind seeking to ensure that certain procedures receive commercial success even if they are useless, if not directly harmful. The evidence in this respect is abundant and undeniable. Perhaps one of the best examples of this is the book published by Peter Gotzsche, director of the Nordic Cochrane Center, entitled “Deadly medicines and organized crime. How big pharma has corrupted health care”, which has recently been published in Spain.

According to PubMed, out of a total of 2047 scientific articles that were disqualified following publication (the so-called “retraction”) over the last four decades, only one-fifth were attributable to errors. The rest represented cases of fraud or suspected fraud.

A study conducted in 2015 and involving 57 controlled clinical trials carried out between 1998 and 2013 reported that the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had discovered that 22 (almost 40%) provided false information; 35 (61%) contained inadequate or inexact registries; one out of every four failed in reporting adverse reactions; three out of every four contained breaches in protocol; and more than 50% did not guarantee adequate patient protection (problems referred to safety or informed consent). The respective publications made no mention of such malpractice, and the truth is that it is difficult to know whether such shortcomings were attributable to deliberate decisions or not.

We understand that when the editors of Medicina Intensiva decided to dedicate journal space to address commonly made errors, they did not intend to alert to data falsification or plagiarism, but rather aimed to draw attention to those errors that occasionally may result from out of date information or neglect. Still, it must be underscored that the dividing line between error and fraudulent behavior is thin.

In the following lines we will use the term “error” in reference to certain practices that may well carry false intentions, though not necessarily so. In any case, it would be useful for intensivists to avoid blunders that could be regarded as academic fraud, as these may generate doubts that cannot always be unequivocally refuted. For this reason, some of the examples which the reader will find in this article may correspond to either misbehavior or to innocent consequences of ignorance or a lack of awareness of the requirements of good research practice.

In any case, this article does not intend to offer an exhaustive inventory of the possible errors. The literature contains a series of such inventories, the most exhaustive of which (describing over 50 common errors) has been published by Strasak et al. Since these sources can be easily consulted, we will not examine the most repeated errors but rather the least evidenced and most controversial errors – though this does not mean that they are any less frequent. Furthermore, we have decided to address each problem in some detail rather than to examine many problems only superficially.

A description and comment are provided below of 6 errors that meet the aforementioned criteria and which we have chosen in view of their relevance and persistent appearance in publications.

Clinical irrelevance and social irresponsibility

A study based on 704 articles submitted in 2000–2001 to two top level journals (the British Medical Journal and the Annals of Internal Medicine) for possible publication showed that 514 (73%) had received the support of an expert in methodology and statistics. The rejection rate was 71% for those articles that lacked such support versus only 57% for those with such support. These data appear to confirm the advantage of having a statistician among the signing authors. Unfortunately, many health professionals appear to harbor the absurd conviction that any investigator “can” (or even worse “must”) master statistics as if it were a mere question of basic grammar. However, the true mastery of statistical techniques requires highly specialized knowledge. This may explain a widespread practice in this field that deserves special mention: the wrong use of statistical significance tests (SSTs). The “p-value” criteria are varied and diverse, and many studies have been dedicated to establish them. Decades ago, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors explicitly rejected the use of “p-values” neglecting the estimation of effects. In order to gain a more in-depth perspective of the highly negative consequences of not paying attention to this recommendation, mention should be made of the current declarations of 72 outstanding investigators in different fields, as well as of a recent detailed analysis on the subject.

We will focus on the most serious consequence of the non-critical and unwarranted use of SSTs: the generalized and...
systematic attribution of clinical (or public health) importance to therapeutic or preventive procedures that are actually very far from having any such importance.

Imagine that we are comparing recovery rates referred to a given disease following the administration of two treatments (e.g., conventional treatment versus novel therapy), and that on applying a hypothesis test we obtain a "p-value" of under 0.05. What we could affirm is that there is sound evidence for considering that the two treatments are not equal. No more no less. However, there is a generalized habit of interpreting this result as meaning that "the difference between the treatments is significant". This actually constitutes a misuse of language, since we are implicitly suggesting that "the difference is relevant or substantial".

In order to confirm that this is no mere problem of semantics, and to illustrate the incapacity of "p-values" to convert trivial effects into sound generic recommendations, we will examine a particularly expressive example in the form of a clinical trial published in The Lancet on the preventive usefulness of two platelet inhibitors: Plavix® (clopidogrel) and Aspirin® (acetylsalicylic acid).15

The mentioned study "demonstrates" that Plavix® (marketed by Sanofi, the company that sponsored the trial) is more effective than Aspirin® in reducing serious vascular events in patients at a high risk of suffering such events.

The study population consisted of patients with a recent history of myocardial infarction (occurring within the previous 35 days), or with a history of ischemic stroke in the 6 preceding months. Following randomized allotment, the two treatments were administered to about 20,000 individuals meeting the aforementioned criteria. The study endpoint was the occurrence of repeat ischemic stroke or myocardial infarction (whether fatal or otherwise), or any death of vascular origin.

The megastudy estimated a risk of D1 = 583 events per 10,000 subjects-year of treatment with Aspirin® and D2 = 532 events per 10,000 subjects-year of treatment with Plavix®. After applying an SST, the study triumphantly registered $p = 0.043$ and concluded that Plavix® has greater preventive capacity than Aspirin®.

It is obvious that the overall high risk patients would spare themselves a mere D1 – D2 = 51 events per 10,000 subjects-year of preventive treatment when using Plavix® instead of Aspirin®.

Consequently, a rational decision-maker in principle would refrain from recommending Plavix® (a much more expensive drug). However, even if the mentioned difference were considered "important", it clearly would make no sense at all to cite the p-value in the recommendation made. Any decision can (and must) be based on the D1 and D2 values, accompanied by other information such as the cost and adverse effects. The only role of the p-value in the article (and subsequently in its many citations) is to provide coverage for those who manufacture Plavix®, taking advantage of the non-critical use of the statistics and SST, along with the error (or trick19) of omitting the true significance in practical terms of the product they are recommending.

This is no isolated example. The SST "dictatorship" is still fully present in the biomedical literature. The Finnish professor Esa Laarå wrote: "The reporting of trivial and meaningless "results" that do not afford adequate quantitative information of scientific interest is a very widespread practice".21 A couple of examples suffice to confirm this. An analysis of 71 anticancer drugs consecutively approved for the treatment of solid tumors between 2002 and 201222 found the overall survival and disease-free interval of the drugs to be 2.1 and 2.3 months, respectively.

The standards of the American Society of Clinical Oncology for considering that a drug offers "significant clinical benefit" are clearly not related to "statistical significance". Between April 2014 and February 2016, the Food and Drug Administration approved 46 antineoplastic drugs. A recent article published in a specialized journal23 showed that only 9 (19%) met these standards.

Unacceptable generalizations

The results of a clinical trial cannot be abruptly applied to individuals that fall outside the context of the sample on which the trial is based. All studies must have a series of inclusion criteria (those specifying which subjects can be incorporated to the sample representing the study population) and exclusion criteria (those specifying the characteristics of the subjects that cannot be incorporated to the sample). For example, it may be established that a study will include non-asthmatic adults and cannot include pregnant women. If the study drug proves successful after one month of treatment of a certain illness, it should not be recommended in pregnant women or asthmatic individuals, and the drug should not be used for any period of time other than one month (no longer, no shorter).

Obviously, the way in which a given outcome is applied is not the responsibility of those who obtained the outcome. However, it is not infrequent to make the mistake of not reporting such restrictions in the abstract and conclusions of an article. Furthermore, since these are the sections of the publication that are usually read most carefully, there is an implicit invitation for the reader to apply the results or outcomes beyond what is actually permissible.

Selection bias: the Vioxx® tragedy

Rofecoxib, a powerful analgesic marketed by Merck under the brand name Vioxx® and used by about 84 million people worldwide, appeared on the market in 1999 in over 80 countries. It was used to treat the symptoms of osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis, acute pain and menstrual pain. In the year 2000, The New England Journal of Medicine reported on the VIGOR study, involving 8076 patients, of which one-half (n = 4029) were randomized to 500 mg of naproxen (an old nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug) twice a day, while the rest (n = 4074) received 50 mg of rofecoxib once a day.24

The endpoint was any gastrointestinal adverse effect, precisely because the purported advantage of the new drug was that it allowed the treatment of pain in chronic disorders without causing symptomatic gastric ulcers or gastrointestinal bleeding – these being undesirable effects typical of the classical analgesics. The results were strongly favorable to Vioxx®.

As became known much later, the Vice-Chairperson of clinical research at Merck, and a signing author of the mentioned study, had proposed in 1997, in an internal docu-
ment of the company, that the intended clinical trial should exclude people with prior cardiovascular problems, "to ensure that the differences in complications between those receiving Vioxx® and those receiving a classical analgesic would not be evident". In other words, Merck was not only already aware of the possible cardiac toxicity of the new drug but also planned selection bias in order to prevent such complications from appearing during the trial.

In an interview by a British newspaper,25 David Gram, an investigator of the Food and Drug Administration, the lethal influence in terms of heart attacks caused "the greatest drug-related catastrophe in the history of Medicine: between 89,000 and 139,000 American patients could have died or suffered cardiac disorders as a consequence of the drug". In view of this situation, on 30 September 2004, Merck announced the withdrawal of its drug from the world market.

In this painful yet instructive episode, the company planned and introduced selection bias (one of the incidents related to Vioxx® and for which Merck subsequently faced a very heavy fine). However, what should be underscored here is that when such bias is made (even inadvertently), the error can have very serious consequences.

Myths and mistakes referred to required sample size

It is essential to understand something which is usually forgotten by those who theorize about sample size and stick to orthodox and often schematic and ritual positions.26,27 Ultimately, and practically regardless of the sample size, a study can be potentially useful. The information available for precisely determining a correct sample size (an inherently polemical term) is often inexistent or falls short of the required information, and in any case it is inexorably conditioned by speculation inherent to the choice of data to be used in the calculation.28

In some cases the sample size is stated to be "insufficient"29. This evaluating criterion remains strongly implanted in Ethics Committees, research project evaluating agencies, and editors of scientific journals. However, the legitimacy of such statements is very questionable, since they are conflictive and non-pertinent for at least two reasons.

Firstly, because the formulas used to determine sample size are intrinsically speculative and inevitably imply subjectiveness.29

Secondly, because the term "sufficiently large sample" would only make sense if operative standards or firm conclusions could be drawn from each individual study. However, this delusion is as ingrained as it is incorrect, due to the simple reason that science does not work that way.30,31

Our scientific convictions may be more or less firm, but they are always provisional, and while our representations of reality may have a degree of credibility at a given point in time, they are open to changes and improvement as new data emerge. The consolidation of new knowledge is gradual, and all contributions are welcome. Some contributions will be more relevant and others less so, but they all add something to the process, independently of the sample size, and generally through the conduction of meta-analyses.32

Clinical research errors are not only made by those who perform the research, but also by those who disclose the results. As an example, in our opinion it is a mistake to demand authors to include the formulas used, and in general to explain their sample sizes. What authors usually do in the face of such demands is what an important article published in 'The Lancet'33 called "retrofitting" (i.e., choosing values that lead to a sample size that has already been chosen beforehand), and which results in a certain lack of integrity on the part of the authors. The problem is controversial, since the idea that it is necessary to explain the sample size is very ingrained, even though irrational.34

The "negative studies" iceberg

A curious journal called Negative Results35 has recently been created with the aim of publishing articles that refute or challenge knowledge taken to be true. The initiative is a reaction against the stigma associated with so-called "negative findings".

So-called "publication bias", a term first used around 1980,36 is the tendency to favor the publication of certain articles conditioned to the results they obtain and not necessarily to their merits. The basic reason for this is the reluctance of many editors of medical journals to publish things that make no "novel" contribution, as if the rebuttal of a wrong conviction were not "novel".

Since then there has been growing awareness of the problem, known as the "file drawer problem"37: journals publish a small fraction of the studies that are made (whether useful or not), while most of the remaining studies (those with negative results, i.e., studies failing to yield significance) are confined to the laboratory drawers. As commented in the presentation of the aforementioned journal: "scientific findings are like an iceberg, with the 10% of published findings floating on the 90% of studies with negative results".

The most serious problem associated with this type of bias, denounced time and time again,38 is that it distorts the view we have of reality and therefore compromises the capacity to make correct decisions. Each study may be objective, but our global view no longer remains objective if part of the evidence is suppressed. Naturally, one of the areas most seriously limited by this problem is meta-analysis, the declared purpose of which is to formalize the identification of consensus. Perhaps the most spectacular example in recent times is that of the management of the influenza A pandemic of 2009. As reported in an excellent study that details this episode,39 in response to the threat, the use of two antiviral agents, Tamiflu® (oseltamivir) and Relenza® (zanamivir), was recommended. Many governments spent millions of euros on these products.

The decision was warranted by a review of antiviral drugs carried out in 2006 and fundamentally based on a study from 2003, grouping 10 studies (all financed by Roche, the company that markets Tamiflu®), and which demonstrated their effectiveness and safety.40 However, many doubts were raised regarding these supposed properties, and scientific and political pressure finally forced the drug companies to share the raw data corresponding to the clinical trials with antivirals, which had been kept under key until then with the argument that they formed part of commercial secrecy. First
Likewise, His goldacre journals. problems, many or toms, personal tioning had been concealed, the disclosure of desired findings was favored, and negative results were hidden – thereby leading to biased conclusions from the start.

In relation to the problem of suppressing negative results, we firmly believe our readers will enjoy the conference given by Dr. Ben Goldacre, an investigator at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, which can be accessed on YouTube (http://www.ted.com/talks/ben_goldacre_battling_bad_science?language=en), in view of its clearness and amenity.

**Predatory editorial practices**

As investigators, we routinely receive invitations to submit articles to certain journals that are presumably very interested in our scientific contributions. These are very often so-called “predatory journals”: a lucrative and fraudulent phenomenon characterized by features such as promising the rapid publication of articles, the offering of tempting prices, commitment to ensure strict peer reviews which in fact never occur or are extremely weak, the self-attribution of false impact factors, or the inclusion of inexistent academicians on their editorial boards.

In this regard, mention must be made of the work of Jeffrey Beall, a librarian at the University of Colorado, who is famous for having coined the aforementioned term and for having published lists of “potential, possible or probable predatory open access journals and printing houses” in the past. Curiously, in January 2017 Beall canceled the website where he regularly updated his lists. His only explanation was that he had been threatened. However, a team that preserves its anonymity, precisely in order to avoid such problems, has continued his task, and keeps the list up to date (https://predatoryjournals.com/) for consultation by anyone who wishes to do so.

An idea of the magnitude of the phenomenon can be gained from the trend in number of new journals of this kind since their first appearance in 2011: from 18 journals that year to 23 one year later, and since then the rise has been exponential, reaching 1319 journals in October 2017 (Fig. 1).

The great volume of polluted information this academic plague generates is evident. However, the reason for mentioning it here is that we consider it a mistake (and not a minor one at that) to submit articles to journals of this kind. Doing so not only contributes to further false editorial practices but also has an impact upon the personal prestige of those who are foolishly trapped by such journals.

**Figure 1** Evolution of the number of predatory journals between 2011 and 2017.

**Conclusions**

There are many and diverse possible methodological errors in clinical research. Our study examines a small group of them in the hope of alerting intensivists to mistakes that are not always repaired. Improper statistical processing, the omission of crucial elements, inertial behaviors and the lack of criterion in publishing have been described using examples. While not always intentional, such errors are equally damaging to medical science, which has been experiencing moments of crisis ever since John Ioannidis shook the scientific community with his penetrating contributions cited at the start of this paper.
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